
 

Holiday Homework 

Std. 7th  

English 
1. Make a Power point presentation on the topic from your grammar text against the class/section 
you 
belong. Insert pictures to make your presentation creative. 
Section – A : Adjectives and its kinds 
Section – B : Pronouns and its kinds 
Section - C: Nouns and its kinds. 
Please note: Also submit a quiz with 10 questions. Write their answers in the end. 
 
2. In your Grammar notebook, attempt to write a paragraph in about 100 words on the following 
topics. You can stick pictures , draw cartoons or any other thing using your artistic skills ,write 
slogans, design murals and make it creative. 
i. School children decide to go green! 
ii. Importance of clean surroundings and sanitation habits. 
 
3. Download the following books to read for free online. Write your perspective if you were the 
main character of the story and the core events of it .Make use of a dictionary as a reference book 
for new/difficult words. 
1. DIARY OF THE WIMPY KID BY JEFF KINNEY. 
OR 
2. THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON BY F.SCOTT FITZGERALD 
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Maths 
Q.1 Make a power point presentation on “TYPES OF FRACTION”. 
Q.2 (i) Revise chap 1 (Integers) from text book. 
        (ii) Do ex- 2(a) and ex-2(b) from text book in maths register. 
 
Q.3 Represent following numbers on number line: 



(i) 6   (ii) -5 (iii) 3 (iv) -8 
Make colorful number line strips and represent above numbers on it. Paste these strips in your 
maths register. 

E.g.:  
 
( Do in maths register) 
 

Science 
1. Make a PowerPoint presentation on human digestive system. 
2. Various types of energy conversion results in the production of heat energy, such as rubbing our 
palms generates heat due to friction. Read chapter -4 and find out at least 10 examples of such 
energy conversions and note down all the examples in your Notebook. 
3. Prepare a crossword puzzle based on the keywords related to  chapter-1and 2 in your Notebook. 
It should contain atleast 10 keywords. 

S.St 
A. History  
1. Collect information and write about current corona epidemic causes ,origin, spread in  
different parts of world. Take help from newspapers, magazines, books, television and  
internet or also from elders in a family. Locate the places on the world map where it is  
occurred. Note-Students are advise to use pictures from newspapers only.  
B. Civics  
1.Write biography of Rosa Parks and draw the picture also.  
C. Geography  
1. Prepare a crossword on the topic ENVIRONMENT. Pictures are optional to use or make 
innovative one by using your own ideas.  
2. Imagine an ideal environment you would love to live and draw the pictures of it. Write  
about it in detail. 

Computer 
1. Frame a crossword on the topic Internet using different definitions from the above chapter. 

The crossword should have 5 across words and 5 down words. Also solve your crossword on 
the next page. 

2. Create a monthly expense of your family in MS Excel using different formulas and functions. 
3. Make a power point presentation on the topic giving details such as history of internet, types 

of internet, advantages, etc. 

Art/Craft 
OLD CD’S CRAFT IDEAS 

 

1) Wall Hanging 

2) painting 

3) decorative flower pot 

4) Sketches: Sketch human figures, body parts, animals by using different shading tones. 

Note: Choose any one according to the preferences and materials available. 



School 

Cinema 

 

Watch movie no 1and 2 and do the exercise given in the school cinema book. (movie link will be 
provided to you.) 

 

 


